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"The Silva of California"
By WTTIU Una Jepioo. Published by th« Uni-

versity press and p« ul EWer & Co., SanFrancisco. Price *10.
The most important California boole

Issued this year or for many years is
"The Silva of California" by Willis
Linn Jepson. It represents more than
20 years of work on the part of the
author, whose standing is recognised
far beyond the boundaries of our
state.

"The Rilva of California" brings to-
from many sources and from

the author's personal studies, eovtr*
In? many years, a complete account of

\u25a0 ees Indigenous to California.
Ninety -two species are describei, of
which 49 are typically Californian and
18 are peculiar to the state. In addi-
tion to trfe technical description of
each tree from the standpoint of,the
botanist, the book concerns itself with
many matters of general popular Inter-

ich as the distribution of the
•\u25a0' ies throughout the state,

relation to topography, rainfall
and temperature, their characteristics
of life history and reproduction, with
several tables of ages and dimensions
of some of the more important species,

the economic uses of the trees, both by
the native tribes and by civilized man,
their kinships, as shown by the class!-
flcation; with other trees both in Cali-
fornia and elsewhere, and the like.

The book Is a handsome quarto, well
printed from large, clear type en ex-
cellent paper. There are 28| pages of
text, 85 plates, 3 maps and 2 compre-
hensive Indexes. Many of the plates
are from photographs, showing th«
natural surroundings of»th« trees they
Illustrate, reproduced by halftones and
printed on special plate paper. The
geographic index, with references to
a map of California prepared specially
for this volume, Is a feature of great
value. Two colored maps have also
been made knowing the distrlbutien of
the giant sequoia, which has never
before been represented in this man-
ner.

The book possesses an unusual In-
terest for lovers of trees, especially in
California, on account of the careful
detail with which all the more impor.
tant species have been described, and
It will be found a valuable book of
reference for libraries and schools.

"Beware of the Dog"
/ Br Mb BtlHl* Reynold!. Published by Bren-
' tano's. New York. Price 11.

This is a capital story of what may

be called the detective and mystery
kipd of fiction. It is exciting and in-
teresting from cover to cover and
though a strain on the credulities at

times v never so much ao that the
pleasure of reading is Interrupted. The
"dog" Is not a dog at all but a splendid
young hero wham all the girl readers

quite approve of. He Is hot on
the scent of villainy, though, from the
movement of his dramatic entrance,

and he is the cause of much annoyance
to the villains, for there are more than
one in this story of crime.

His investigations led him along a
path he never expected to tread when
he re urned from South Africa to glad-

den his mother's heart. The heroine
is almost too perfect, but forgets her
perfection long enough to be care-
less and get into deep trouble at the
hands of these heartless villains of the
deepest dye. There Is something gay

and almost humorous about this tale
even in its moments of near tragedy
and it 1» consequently a cheering book.
A trial scene toward the close of the
story establishes the Innocence of the
good and th« gutlt^of the wicked, and
the enemies of virtue are all con-
founded. At the same tlm« love's
young dream Is rewarded and all.are
happy ever after. It is a new version
of an old theme and treated with much
skill. This author has not before used
«o light a theme and is to be congrat-

ulated on her deft handling of it.

Tour m famil/
By Florida P. Sufflmerwell. Published by th»

Bobbs-Merrlll company, Indianapolis. Pric*

•tt.
"Four in Family," though in a sense

a dog story, is, more exactly, some-
thing much mare novel—a story of hu-
man beings from a dog's point of view.
The dog Is Bosco, a bull terrier pup of
high degree, who, because he sits up
lively and "wants to know" Is adopted
Into the home and affections of a young
southern wife. The "shiny man," who
Is her baldheaded husbanJ, their little
girl, whom Bosco calls "the pup," and
black Annie, tyrant of the kitchen.

The episode of unwelcome callers,
who disturb the luxury of the lady's
nap; the constant annoyance of unpaid
bills; the arrival of Annie late for
breakfast and In a state of liquor be-
cause she got "so cold slttln" up with
Brudder Jackson's corpse;" a call from
burglars—these incidents told In Bos-
co's phrases, conveniently supplied by
Mrs. Summerwell, are highly amusing.

"When I first saw a clothesbrush
I supposed it had Just seen a cat," says
Bosco. "I brought down a lovely play-
thing—a new white chiffon dress. I
never played with, one before but I

would recommend ft to anybody with
a playful disposition."

One morning soon after the adoption
Bosco finds himself out by the front
piazza, which is bordered by a row of
pansies. He decides that he will teach
them to play, so he takes a mouthful
of them, growling, and he and the
pansies roll over together. Just as
punishment seems inevitable he sits up

and begs so prettily that he is In-
stead caught up and hugged.

The tone of the- story is natural, and
Bosco's experiences arc always within
the bounds of possibility. His point of
view Is unfailingly maintained, and we
told nothing that ho might not have
seen and heard and, In dog fashion,
understood. His engaging puppy
tricks, his dislike of a bath, the quiet

diversions of his mature years, are in-
cidentally related along with the ad-
vancing fortunes of the human charac-
ters of the story. There are four in
the family, and Bobco is the fourth,
and one of the most honored and use-
ful members, for he helps to keep
everybody Jolly. The story Is as funny
as It Is charming, and as charming as
it is original.

"The Square Peg"
By W. E. Nerrl*. PnblUhed by BrenUon's,

New York. Price $1.35.
The newest story from the pen of TV.

E. (N'orris will promote much discus-
sion, for, though the most artistic pro-
duction of this author, it is uneven in
•xcellence, giving one the Impression
while reading thai the author was so
interested In making his hero an artis-
tically perfect creation that he forgot
his oth*r characters and made of most

ot th#m only puppets.
Cmril iladlow is the oldest son of a

widow and has made a livingsuf-
ficient for himself alone. He lp an
artist, but not successful enough to
contribute very substantially to his
mother, younger brother in college and
two sister* just "coming out." He is a
thorough Bohemian and cares nothing

whatever for money, but his ideal Is
to be allowed to paint and draw and
wander about the earth and forget that
\u25a0ueh a thing as conventional society

exists.
uncle, Sir Martin Hadlow, has

had three sons, but all have died and
h» and bis wife are alone in their grief.

The estate is not entailed, but Sir
Martin thinks blood is thicker than
water so invites Cyril to come and live
with him and perhaps he will be made
hU heir. Cyril would, of course, re-
fuse if it were not for his family, but
hi* sense of duty toward them is co
great that hs accepts and is shortly

installed. He has not on« qualification
toward the making of a country gen-
tleman, but bravely tries his beet to
please his relative. Sir Martin likes
him at once, but the aunt, Lady Con-
stantia, is so cold as to be almost cruel,
and try as he does, nothing seems to
touch her. ' There is another person in
this strange household, the widow of
one of Sir Martin's sons, and she does
not show hejself in her true colors for
many, many chapters.

Poor Cyril is the square peg in the
round hole and he never succeeds in
changing his nature.

The development of the story is very

satisfactory and the reading will be a
pleasure. It is well written and by
many will be considered Mr. NorrU'
b»st work.

"The Immortal Lure"
B.t Cale Young Rice. Published by Doubleday,

Page <fc CO., GardeD City, N. Y.

In the midst of the spring rush (for
literature is affected by the change of
seasons like everything else) there
arrives one book for which all else
is pushed aside. This Is a new collec-
tion from the pen of Cale Young Rice,

one of the few real poets of the day.
It has come to be the fashion to sneer
at poets, and we have been educated
to the belief that a man must be dead
a long time before his name can be en-
rolled with the great ones. Let us for-
get this cruel teaching and give credit
where it Is due; let us not seem to be
ashamed of giving high praise to a real
artist, for there are real artists today
as there were in times gone by, but
they are lost in the multitude, for
"everybody writes" nowadays. There
can be no question of going wrong
when Cale Young Rice is the artist un-
der discussion. His work is not always
perfect, but it is always a pleasure to
read and is at times Inspired.

This little volume contains four po-

etic dramas, all different in setting, and
all so beautiful that one can not choose
one more perfect than the other.
"Giorglone" is set In modern Italy;
"Arduin" in kgypt In the fifteenth cen-
tury; "O-Ume's Gods" In Japan in the
sixteenth century, and "The Immortal
Lure," which gives its title to the book,
1b In the antiquity of India.

Giorglone, a young Italian painter,
fancies he is deserted by his mistress
and speaks thus to his patron:
Wbom I bad chosen o'er a hundred others

To soar with!
To soar and then In wedded peace to prlx«l

Tills false Isotta
Whom in poverty

I-found, as jou found me. and loved to madness.
Thin fair Isotta

Whom 1 would hare made

All Venice to be a halo for—a»
Cities of old for queeni.of sceptered lore;
Until tbc leaf* depart*, forsakes me, goes
Away, worthiest away,' from my true arms,

",'.<;}''*With Luszl, • lank ! boy,"

And then he rails at women, proving

that even so hard a speech may be
made poetical and strong at the same
time:
No, nothing a woman . does - It e»er strange!
Will they not cloak a lie in Innocence,
A treachery In Telling soft caresses—
Tho' to the mass unceasing they fare
And say like her their ares night and noon?
Hare they a want that wantons not with guile,
A tear that Is not tinged with deceit?
Are- not their passions blown by erery, wind?
Hare they not all the straying heart of Helen?
Then why must I,
Who bad Id me a hope
That rivaled Raphael's or Leonardo's, \u0084
Keep, cozened so, that I contemn her shame! -

It must not be concluded that these
quoted bits are the best in the book by ')
any means. They are selected to show-
how he has overcome the difficulties of
his subject. It is Impossible in, the

'space 'of a short notice to show how
completely Mr. Rice has absorbed the
atmosphere, of each country and place of"
which he writes—the time, —though
how that is accomplished . one can • not i
discover. The last one in the book is .
perhaps the strongest, - and this quota -
tion near the close Is selected as fur-
nishing the title of the drama:
For lore, blood-guilty boy. the love which she
Has slipped Into your heart, is the curse of the
' i world.
The Immortal lure of all the generations!

Tour arm* have ached with Itabout her body,' '

But know that In'the city .whence (he came
All erll men feel In their hearts this ache.
And that you may escape from it, know this:

Not your arms, yours alone, haTe been entwined '
About this poison-flower—but, perchance.
The arms of .many.'

Too extravagant praise can not be
given Mr. Rice and it is hoped his work
will be widely appreciated.

"Neighbors Unknown"
By Chtrle* G. D. Roberts. Pnbllshed by th«

Macrntllan company, New York. Price 11.80.
There is never a chorus of nature

faking when a book about animals
comes from Charles G. D. Roberta. He
is the best writer of animal stories to-
day and his botfks are always welcome.
In his newest collection of stories,

"Neighbors Unknown." collected from
the magazines of the last two years,
there are ,14 prize winners. The neigh-

bors, are the bear, caribou, heron, fly-
ing squirrel, panther, lynx, loon, seal,
weasel, mouse, buffalo, wolf, walrus,
to.say nothing of a cat. Just a common
domestic cat, who is left behind on an
Island by the summer Inhabitants, and
forced to spend the winter alone them.

It has been suggested that the au-
thor would write himself out, but his
tales are quite as well worth reading
now as ever, and it is, a strangre boy or
girl who will not drop a fairy tale any
time for one of these exciting' dramas
of the wild. The stories ring true and
the author has the faculty of bringing
the scenes close to us.

"On the Roof of the World" is the
story of the battle between an Eskimo
and a polar bear for a seal. "Black
Swamp" tells of the life In a dreary
place and \u25a0of the kins, a bear. His
end at last, by stumbling in to a
swamp, Is graphically described. "The
Isle of Birds" will be difficult to find,

for it Is "far out of the track of ships
in th£ most desolate stretch of the
north Atlantic."

Here the puffins and other little
known birds have their homes, and
their habits are entertainingly de-
scribed. "The Antlers of the Caribou"
Is a grim tale of the death of two
caribou whose horns become locked
while they fight each other, and a bear
comes and begins to eat one of them
alive, when a hunter slays him. "The
Sentry of the Ledge Flats," "A Tree
Top Aeronaut," "The Theft" and "Lit-
tle Bull of Barreus" are among the
best, but In so much excellence It Is
hard to pick and choose. It Is one of
the finest of Mr. Roberts' books, but we
always say that of his latest.

"Truths": A Book for Boys
"Truths" Is the title of a book of

talks with a boy concerning' himself by
E. B. Lowry, M.D., a companion vol-
ume to "Confidences," a book by the
same author for girls. It presents In
clear and attractive form the facts
concerning his physical nature, which
should be given to every boy approach-
Ing manhood, Th« simple truths of
life and sex are presented adequately
and In language intelligible to boys
from 10 to 14 years of age. Parents
and teachers and physicians will find
it a needed and helpful book of Ines-
timable value. (Forbes & Co., Chi-
cago; 50 cents.)

"War or Peace"
By Hir«m M. Chlttenden. C. S. A. Published

by A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago. Price fl.
General Hiram M. Chittenden. the

author of "War or Peace: A Present
Day Duty and a Future Hope," is *graduate of West Point. He served as
chief engineer of the Fourth army

corps during the Spanish-American
war, and he Is widely known to the
public through his 'works on the history

of the west, notably "The American Fur
Trade of the Far West."

The question of the nation's pre-
paredness for war havinjr Just been
raised In sensational fashion, and that

of war appropriations due to come up
in congress. General Chlttenden's book
has a peculiar timeliness. It is a most
comprehensive and suggestive study of
the subject. He opposes war on prac-
tical as well as ethical grounds, but hts
pacific tendencies are not sentimental
and he does not advocate complete dis-
armament by this or any nation. He
does, however, make concrete sugges-

tions for the furtherance of universal
peace. His arguments for the discon-
tinuance of warfare are based upon
practical and economical considerations.
He outlines a plan which he thinks is
a step ahead of the usual suggestion
for spasmodic arbitration as a means
of bringing about a permanent state
of international good will.

"Where preparations are of a per-
fectly general character," General
Chittenden says, "as are those of the
United States, and not directed against
a particular nation, they'may bo con-
sidered as defensive only, tending to
prevent aggression \u25a0without arousing
fear or suspicion. But the reverse Is
true where preparation Is, either in
fact or belief, aimed at a particular
rival. There can be no doubt that the
tension between France and Germany
is aggravated by the constant piling
up of fortifications along the frontier.
And if other examples were lacking,
the tragic situation of late existing

between England and Germany would
alone prove that armaments make for
war."

It will be a shock and a surprise to
almost every reader to note what the
author has computed as to future ex-
pense. He has based his conclusions
on records for .the last 40 years and
makes a reasonable allowance as to fu-
ture increase. He says: "It will be a
conservative estimate to place the di-

rect and indirect cost of armed peace
and of actual war during a future
period equal to that since the Franco-
German war at $100,000,000,000."

Near the close of the book the au-
thor deals with peace—"The Present
Duty."

"The duty to be considered here Is
not that paramount obligation now be-
ing so well performed by friends of
peace throughout the world—of preach-
ing the gospel of peace and awakening
public thought from the illusions which
make war a possibility—but the pres-
ent duty of governments, particularly
that of the United States, upon the
spedflo question of disarmament. Dis-
armament by this government before
other countries would be an unwise—a
perilous—policy. The true line of duty
Is to maintain and even increase our
military and naval strength, and this
on the grounds (1) of prudent pro-
vision against possible danger, and (2)
of strengthening the position of the
United States as a power for peace."

The book Is thoroughly practical and
to be strongly recommended to the
peace societies of the world. So power-
ful is it that It should be translated
into all languages and given world-
wide advertisement and circulation.
The style Is simple- aira direct and
there Is no possibility of mistaking
the author's meaning. It Is a book for
every library and deserves recommen-
dation everywhere.
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Brief Reviews of New Books
"How to Visit the Great Picture Gal-

leries," by Esther Singleton, Is a com-
pact little volume with a binding simi-
lar to the popular Baedekker guide
books, ana it contains Just the infor-
mation which the average tourist needs
when he visits one of the great picture
galleries of the world. It is a guide to
the principal pictures in each of the
famous galleries, and gives the name of
the artist, the date, when possible, that
the picture was painted, explains its
significance, historical or otherwise,
and includes a brief description of the
painting by some authoritative art
critic, etc It is a unique book of its
kind and is almost indispensable for
the tourist (Dodd. Mead & Co., New
Yerk; |3.)

• • «
Ollva M. Hulso has made it a hobby

for years to collect recipes for
salaVls, and she is now turning it to
account by gijfhg to the public 100 of
them in a neatly printed well bound
Tolume. Beside the 200 recipes for
salads there are SO for dressings and
sauces, all of them well tried and high-
ly recommended. House keepers are
under a lasting obligation to the author
for this addition to the cookbook shelf,
for rothlng is more welcome than a
new salad. The Hopewell Press, Chi-
cago, publish the book under th» title
"Salads.- • • •

"For Charles th« Rover" is th» title
of a new novel of King George's time
by May Wynne. It is the cheapest
form of cheap melodrama, but may suc-
ceed in Interesting a few readers in
that exciting period of history. Eveleen
O'Callaghan loves Hugh Graham, but
he loves Mary O'Sullivan. Eveleen is
always rushing in and saving the
blundering Hugh's life, but that doesn't
change his love for Mary at all. The
whole story has to do with the Jacobites
and those loyal to King George; the
principal characters, of course, working
at cross purposes until the author gets
ready to write hit? climax. (R. F.
Fenno & Co., New York; f1.60.)

• • •
"Cone Bearing Trees of the California

Mountains," by J. Smeaton Chase, fills
a long felt want. It is prepared, as
the author says In his1 Introduction:
"• • • not by a botanist for botanists,
nor by a botanist for students, but by
a tree lover for tree lovers, and alms
simply at enabling anyone going into
our California mountains to distinguish
th« pines, flrs and oth«r coniferous
trees he may meet." The book Is small
enough for any pocket and will be
found invaluable to all tree lovers. It
is fully illustrated and contains few
confusing technical terms. (A. C. Mc-
Clurg & Co., Chicago; 75 cents.)

• » •
"Psychlsma Through Anvernetta

Greene!' is the title of a book by the
lady of the pseudonym, and its matter
is very commonplace. People who be-
lieve in spiritualism may find it in-
teresting, but others will consider it
the veriest rot. This book purports to
contain the records of 1807. The author
promises to publish more stuff "If the
psychisms continue to come to me,"

and there will probably always be
found dupes to buy. (Published by
author, 843-45 Broad street, Newark,
K. J.; |1.)

• • •
J. M. Cornelison, missionary to the

Umatillas, lived for two years in a
tent near some Indian home while he
was getting the rudiments of the lan-

gauge, and In this; way gathered the
material which makes up / this little
booklet, ''Weyekin Stories." "The Weye-
kin,; Is the totem or spirit ally that be-
comes the Informer and protector of a
given individual in all his experiences
and adventures through life. This be-
lief is universal among "\u25a0 the India*
tribes, and in the course of several
years' experience the author has
learned many of the stories connected
with the Weyekin. They are the folk-
lore of the tribe and are interesting
and valuable in a study" of the people.
(E. L. Mackey & Co., Pacific Presby-
terian, S. F.)

* • •"Hawaiian Memories" is the title of
a tiny little booklet of verse byBlanche
Howard Wenner.; There are only 80
specimens of the writer's work and
they are of uneven quality. There are

.serious ones and comic and cynical ones
and sentimental. The strain for effect
Is too evident. A few lines from one
"Hawaiian Morning" are perhaps th«
best in the book:

Out,of the silent wells of night
Springs a little child, of light.

Orer the darkened arch of spa

Shod with sunlight : winders she.
And the gardens of Hawaii

Lore her as she passes by.,

The writer should have , absorbedmore poetry In that tropical clime, but
most of the disagreeable experiences
are made much of. (Cochrane Pub-Hshlng company, New York.)

• • •The play of "Mother" has been turned
into a novel by its author. Jules
Eckert Goodman, and it will not help
the reputation of that .successful play.
As a novel it suffers from certain crudi-
ties which seem demanded for stage
effects, and. the six dreadful children
of the almost too blindly devoted
"Mother" are quite unlike anything in
real life. It is incredible that so good
a woman could rear so impossible a
brood. The book contains that portion
of the story which leads' up to the
stage production, making a complete
tale. (Dodd, Mead ; & Co., New York-
-11.20.)

* \u25a0 .•\u25a0 \u25a0 •The Court series of French memoirs
has been enriched by the "Secret Me-
moirs of the Regency," the minority
of Louis XV, by Charles Pinot isuelos.
the historiographer of France. The
translation has been undertaken by
E. Jules Meras, a scholar in . bothlanguages, and full Justice has been
done the subject. The material is drawn
from Intimate and authoritative sources
and throws new light on this always

, interesting period of French history.
The volume is illustrated wltti repro-
ductions of contemporary portraits and
prints, and is the equal of the' others
In the series, which are already finished.
(Sturgis & Walton, New York; 11.50.)

"French Men, Women and Books" Is
the title of a rather pretentious volume
of essays by Miss Bttham-Edwards.
They are not unusually clever, nor
well written,, but some people will read
them with a certain Interest, for they
throw some light on many French
writers of the nineteenth century. Th«
chapter entitled "A Great Lovs Story"
Is fascinating, telling:, as It does, of
Balzac and Mme. Hauska. and th 4next
best is "The Historian of a Tragedy,"
telling what Relnach did for the Drey-
fus case. The book is well printed and
bound. (A. C. McClurg & Co., Chicago.
Price $2.50.)

William de Morgan's Style

WILLIAM DE MORGAN, the Eng-

lish novelist, who six years ago

wrote the first chapter of his first

novel at the age of 64 years, thus out-

lines his method of work:

"I make no scenario; I Just go on
finding, as one often does, such inspira-

tion as Is necessary from my ''pen. I

find that the mere holding of my pen

makes me think. The pen even seems
to have some consciousness of ita own.
It can certainly begin the work. Then
I forget all about it and go on whereso-
ever thought or the character leads me.

"I work best in Florence, where it is
always quiet and where there is some-
thing stimulating in the air. I work
there all the winter through. My time
for beginning work is after breakfast.
I work all day off and on, and some-
times a little in the evening."

Mr. de Morgan's first novel by its
title, "Joseph Vance, an 111 Written Au-
tobiography," gave rise to the impres-
sion that it was in some way founded
on it« author's experiences, but the im-
pression is an error. The author ad-
mits that he and Joseph Vance may
have in common one trait, a love of en-
gineering, but nothing else. As for
the other characters, he insists that
they are all imaginary except the but-
ting sweep, whom he found in a news-
paper some 40 or more years ago.

The novel was finished in a.year, In
1905,: and because Mrs. de « Morgan in-

sisted was sent to a publisher, 180,000
words lon* and written ;in} lons'; hand

1

at that. The appalling looking manu-
script was rejected.

Some one suggested typewriting and
better chances. So the typing was put
into the hands of a woman, who was
soon complaining because her girls
were reading the manuscript and cry-
Ing over it instead of copying It. Sh«
told this unusual experience to a pub-
Usher, and "Joseph Vance" was soon
between covers.

"Alice-for-Short," written in 1908,
was published in 1907; "Somehow
Good," written in 1907, was published
in 1908. "it Never Can Happen Again"
was published in 1909.

The author lives when he Is not in
Florence, in Chelsea, at the Vale, a
rambling house In an eddy of the great
London traffic; attached to this is the
studio of Mrs. de Morgan, who has be-
come distinguished for her paintings.
De Morgan was by no means idle
before his pen found work for him to
do. He Is the son of Augustus de Mor-
gan, a mathematician and logician and
a professor in University college, Lon-
don, who wrote a. series of mathemati-
cal works and "A Budget of Para-
doxes," commented on by Holmes in
"Over the Tea Cups."

The son, who was of an artiatic and
inventive turn of mind, says: "I plead
guilty to 30 years of ceramics." De
Morgan tiles have a peculiar finish and
luster and are sought after for the
best English houses. De Morgan is also
the inventor, in his own conceit, of the
best duplex bicycle and the most ef-
fective sieve in existence, as well as a
saaoke consuming fix* grat»
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